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0. Introduction
The theory of pseudodifferential operators (φΌO) is a powerful tool for describing
those properties of solutions to elliptic problems that are not affected by an addition
of smoothing operators, notably the pseudolocality and //-regularity properties. Its
natural generalization, the theory of Fourier integral operators (FIO), develops the
property of pseudolocality into a refined analysis of wave propagation whereas
the ZΛtheory of FIOS (cf. [1],[2],[6],[8]) is centering around the famous formula
μ< — (N— l)\l/p—1/2| that relates the parameter/? of the ZΛspace on which an
FIO is bounded with the latter's order μ and with the dimension of the underlying
space RN. (For more recent results, as well as a short overview, see [10] where sharp Lp
estimates are applied to hyperbolic equations.)
An immediate consequence of the above fomula is that when one goes over
from ψsc dos bounded on all Lp, l</?<oo, to general FIOS the scope of possible
p's is significantly limited, e.g. for zero order operators p = 2. This is apparently
an inevitable price of generalization, given the well-known fact that solution to
the wave equation is not bounded on Lp for p^2.
Here, we propose a new extension of i/αx) theory that combines propagation
of singularities with Lp results for all ^e(l,oo). Although by the very nature of
these values of /?, the wave equation will be necessarily excluded from possible
applications, in turns out that hyperbolic equations with essentially nonzero minor
terms can be covered, and we get sharp estimates, in terms of the rate of decay
of these minor coefficients, that still tolerates the full range of \<p<oo.
Another point of difference with standard FIOS is the property of expansion
of a singular support from a bounded to an unbounded one. In terms of solutions
to hyperbolic equations, normally considered as time-dependent operators, this
would mean an infinite rate of propagation. However, it is possible to handle
finite propagation of singularities by slightly changing the viewpoint and regarding
time and space variables together. Since propagation mode becomes too specialized
for higher dimensions, this point will be best illustrated in the case N=2.
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Theorem. Let ue#"(R2) and let P:^'(R2) -> ^'(R2) be a hyperbolic operator
(Pu)(x,y) = u
xx
 — uyy + aίux-l-a2uy + aQU with real-valued a^x^εC™ n&"(R2) satisfy-
ing
mf{\a
ί
(x,y)±a2(x9y)\(l + \x\ + M)'} >0
χ,y
for some r<l. Then: (i) ueLploc(R2) whenever PueLpomp(R2); (ii) weC°°(#2)
whenever PueC^(R2)\ (iii) P is invertible modulo the space OP5~°°(/?2) of
smoothing operators.
If the condition r<\ is relaxed to r<d with d>\, then all implications fail
Thus, we have a sharp estimate on the rate of decay of minor terms at infinity,
that guarantees Lp regularity with a full range of p. The case α 1=α 2 = 0 of the
wave operator is clearly outside the hypothesis of the theorem, and we see that
the last assertion puts upper bounds, final in terms of powers of distance, on
deviations of minor coefficients from identical zero that preclude the full ZΛtheory.
We start with a very explicit and straightforward construction: multiply a
one-parameter family of symbols by pure oscillations and integrate. Its early
unwanted consequence, however, is the fact that such an integration applied to
smoothing symbols (undistinguished from zero in ΨΌO theory) may result in any
operator whatsoever. In Section 1 operators arising from these symbols are studied
along the lines of comparison with the standard ΨΌO theory. While the theorems
on continuity in Sobolev- and Lebesgue-type spaces are still true (Theorem 1.2),
the extension proposed here enjoys, in contrast to ^DOS, the properties of anisotropic
smoothing (Theorem 1.3) and of the predictable expansion of a singular support
(Theorem 1.5).
A more significant deviation from the classical theory is that factorization
modulo smoothing operators (an indispensable tool for i/ωos) cannot be applied
indiscriminately to the symbolic integral construction above (Proposition 1.4). In
particular, the definition of operator composition in general requires a new approach,
different from the usual approximation by operators with proper kernels. For
this purpose, we fix an intermediate space, which happens to be the Schwartz
space of tempered distributions, that will be left invariant under the action of any
admissible operator. (Theorems 2.3 and 2.6). Thus, the main construction must
be applied in a more resticted framework: symbols are of polynomial growth
whereas the regions of integration are planar varieties (Definition 2.4).
With this, an appropriate symbolic calculus can be developed that includes
an asymptotic expansion formula (Theorem 2.7), a well-defined symbolic composition
(Proposition 2.8), as well as in variance under linear transformations (Proposition
2.9). These properties are applied in Section 3, where an explicit construction of
parametrices is given for a certain class of hyperbolic operators exemplified by the
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above theorem. All proofs are collected in the final Section 4.
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1. Supersingular pseudodifferential operators
We fix a natural N throughout the paper. Recall that q e C°°(/?N x RN) belongs
to the symbol space Sm, meR, if for all (a,β9n)eZ+ xZ+ xZ+
\x\<n ζ€K
Pseudodifferential operators are generated from ^""-symbols by the formula
(1.2) OPq: g'(R»)
 3/V-» (e^q(x, ξ)f(ξ)dξ e 2>'(RN).
They are continuous in Sobolev and Lebesgue spaces:
OP: Sm -> &(H?
omp(RN),Hf-"(RN)l seR,
OP: 5° -+ &(Lΐ
omp(RNlHfoc(RN)l 1 /p e (0,1).
Moreover, both of OP above are continuous [11, §2.7, §9.2], the former in all
Frechet spaces 5m, me/?, with seminorms (1.1). The space 5"°° defined as n
m
Sm
is also Frechet (we can always restrict m e Z_ whenever the countability of index sets
will be needed).
DEFINITION 1.1. Let σ be a complex (and maybe infinite) measure on RN. We
call a mapping ψ: RN -> 5m, m eR, a supersymbol and write ψ e SSm(σ), or (ψ,σ) e SSm
if V(α,j8,«)eZΪxZϊxZ+
(1.4)
Each supersymbol, regarded together with the measure, generates a supersingular
pseudodifferential operator (abbr. Superi/ωo)
(1.5) Γ(<M= \OPψ(t)oShtdσ(ί)
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(here Sht\f(x)v-+f(x — i) is the translation, or shift operator, cf. §4.1.1).
As usual, notations OPSSm(σ), OPSS ~ °° etc. stand for the space of operators
generated by the corresponding space of supersymbols, i.e. of SSm(σ),SS ~ °° = n
m
SSm
etc.
In the trivial case when σ is the unit measure δ(t) supported at the origin,
T\φ, σ) is the pseudodifferential operator OP^(O). We note also (cf. 2.4) that the
integral (1.5) does not depend on the values of φ away from suppσ.
Theorem 1.2. Each SuperφΌO T\\l/,σ) is continuous in the Sobolev and Lebesgue
spaces below:
,
o m p , σ\ sεR,
T\ψ,σ):L?
omp(RN)^Ll>oc(RNl ψεSS°(σ), 1 //re (0,1)
Observe that PDOs d/dtj are well-defined for each Frechet-space-valued
mapping ψ as well as for each distribution σ on RN, and that dψ / dXj\ t\-*d\l/(t)(x9ξ)/
dXj belongs to SSm(σ) whenever ψ does so.
Theorem 1.3. Let (φ,σ)eSSm, mεR,j= 1, --,N. Assume that the distribution
dσ/dtj is a (complex and maybe infinite) measure, that dψ /dtj exists everywhere,
and that both ψ and dψ /dtj are continuous. Then the following formulas for
compositions of a SuperψΌO with a partial differential operator dj hold, provided all
pairs involved are elements of SSm:
An application of (1.3) to (1.7) shows that such Superi/^DOs send Hs into a
proper (anisotropic) Sobolev-type subspace in Hs~m. In particular, if σ is supported
and uniformly distributed on the half-axis /?/ ={(0,.,0,^,0,.,0)e/?^|^>0}, i.e.
(1.8) dσ(t) = δ(xl)® ••• ®δ(xj.l)®(\ /2)(sgn^)4- \)dtj®δ(xj+ί)® ••• ®δ(xN),
then T(ψ,dσ/dtj) in (1.7) reduces to OP^(O). In order to employ this observation
in §3, we note here a refinement of Theorem 1.3 in the case of (1.8)
REMARK 1.3 A. If σ is a uniformly distributed on Rf measure, the continuity
requirements in Theorem 1.3 can be relaxed as follows: (^0, ,/7, ,0) as a function
of one real variable is continuously differentiable on positive half-axis, with
continuity, resp. differentiability, at the end-point (zero) understood as one-sided
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limits.
The theory of pseudodifferential operators extensively uses the factorizations
of Sm w.r.t. its subspace 5"°°, and of OPS"" w.r.t. its subspace OPS"00. However,
if the above construction of a Supeπ/ωo is applied to equivalent modulo S'"00
symbols, it does not necessarily yield equivalent modulo OPS'00 operators:
dependence of seminorms (1.1) on m becomes crucial.
Proposition 1.4. (i) For each real me/? there exists a pair (ι/f,σ)eSSm such
that T(ψ, σ) φ OPS ' °° whereas ψ(t) e S " °° for all t. (ii) // (ψ, σ) e SSm for all me/?,
then 7(^,σ)eOPSr~00, provided suppσ is compact.
REMARK 1.4 A. The second statement is true for non-compactly supported
measures as well if ψ is a key-controlled supersymbol (see Def. 2.4):
(1.9) OPASTTc OPS'00.
Although the notations will be introduced later, we state the result here for
the sake of further reference. The so-called smoothing operators Γ0 e OPS ~ °° are
characterized by the continuity TQ:^'(RN) -» CCO(RN). In particular, singsuppFf/
= 0 for each compactly supported / The so-called pseudolocality property states
that the singular support of a function (distribution) does not increase after an
application of a I//ΌO.
For Supen/^DOs this is not true in general, while an actual expansion
singsupp/d singsuppΓ/, may well be observed for some /(see §4.1.0). However,
certain regularity of the expansion can be described by the set singsupp(ι/f,σ) which
we define as an intersection of all complements to open and σ-measurable subsets
U c RN with 1\\l/9a\v) COPS'"00, where σ\υ is a restriction of a measure (e.g.
00
 with a bounded t/, cf. 1.4(ii)).
Theorem 1.5. // (ψ9σ) e SSm, me/?, then for each /e g'(RN)
singsupp 1\\//,σ)f^ sing supp/+ sing supp(^,σ).
2. Calculus of Λ^symbols
Recall that factorization is particularly helpful in an attempt to provide a
correct definition for the composition of two operators since an arbitrary ^DO,
which in general offers no more than the δ1 -» ^'-continuity, happens to be
equivalent modulo OPS ~ ^  to an ^'-preserving ^DO. The composition OP#' ° OP#"
= OP(q'°q") of (f'(/?*)-preserving i/ωos is defined modulo OPS~°° via a symbolic
composition by
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(2.1) q'°q"= f(-iχ Σ (α!)-1^?" (mod S'").
j=0 \«\=j
It turns out that this asymptotic expansion formula is inapplicable for a
correct definition of a composition supersymbol without certain reservations. The
point is that, in view of Prop. 1.4.(i), an indiscriminate substitution of OPψ(t) by
an equivalent modulo OP5~°° operator for each t may result, after integration
w.r.t. t, in non-equivalent operators. Moreover, an $' -> ^"-continuous operator
may not always be available for a given Superi/^DO. Indeed, an addition of a
smoothing term Γ0 cannot guarantee a compact singsupp(Γ-f Γ0)/for a general
non-compact sing supp Tf (see §4.1.0).
Thus, the most indispensable tool of I/ΌO theory, factorization w.r.t. S'00,
must be abandoned when dealing with Superi/ωos. To overcome this difficulty,
we shall extend the domain S"(RN) and reduce the range &(RN) in (1.2) to a
common intermediate subspace that would be left invariant under the action of
some Super^DOS T\ψ,σ) taken from a broad enough class. This leads to certain
restraints on both ψ and σ.
DEFINITION 2.1. A non-decreasing sequence of natural numbers will be called
a key. Let a symbol qεSm and a key k:Z+ -+Z+ be related by
(22) II?: a,ftfcS1 =
sup sup \dldβ
x
q(x,ξ)\(\ 4- |£|Γm + |α|(l +\x\Γk(]ct + β}) < oo
n ξeRN,\x\<n S
for all (α,/?)eZ+ xZ+. We say that such a symbol q is key-controlled (by k) and
we denote (i) by kSm the space of all key-controlled q with a fixed key k, (ii) by
KSm the union of kSm over all possible keys, (iii) by KS~™ the intersection of
KSm over all me/?, or all weZ_, cf. §4.2.1. (Note that while the lower-case k
denotes a specific key, the upper-case K above is used merely as a generic for
'key-controlled').
Clearly, kSm9 KS
m
, and AS"00 are linear subspaces of Frechet space Sm.
Proposition 2.2. (i) The subspace kSm of the space Sm is a Frechet space with
seminorms (2.2). (ii) KSm is an LF-space of an inductive limit of kSm w.r.t. the set
of keys partially ordered by point wise domination, (iii) KS ~ °° is an LF-space of
an inductive limit of analogous Frechet subspaces (see §4.2.2) w.r.t. the same partial
ordering.
Key-controlled symbols enjoy the following important property.
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Theorem 2.3. A ΦΌO OPq generated by a key-controlled symbol qeKSm is
continuous regarded as an operator on the space of tempered distributions:
(2.3) OPq:&"(R*)^ff"(RN).
If we wish this property to hold for Super^DOS we must consider, in view
of Prop. 2.2. (ii), variable key-controlled symbols φ(t)ekSm c KSm with the
controlling key k independent of t. At the same time, for the Schwartz space of
rapidly decreasing functions, the operator seminorms of Sht: ^(RN) 3f(x) »->/(* — f)
ey(RN) are bounded at best by polynomials in |/|, and in order to take care of
this fact, a rapid decrease of A:5'm-seminorms of \l/(t) shall be required in the next
definition.
From now on, we shall consider only σ = σ
v
 that are dim F-dimensional
Lebesgue measures supported on, and consequently determined uniquely by, varieties
(2.4) V= V(υl9 9vr) = {Σ*f>j\tj*0, VjERN}.j
Accordingly, we shall use V instead of σ
v
 in notations, e.g. T(ψ, V\ and whenever
we do so, we shall also assume that ψ(t) = Q for tφV (cf. Remark 1.3A).
DEFINITION 2.4. A supersymbol ψeSSm(V), meR, will be called a JβS-symbol
(Key-controlled Supersymbol) if for each /eZ+ a key k = kt may be found so that
for each (α,/J)eZ+xZ+ thereis a σ
κ
-integrable function z
Λβl(t\ tεV, with
(2.5)
We denote by KSmV the space of all such supersymbols, and by KS~™V the
intersection of KSmV over all me/? (equivalently over all raeZ_).
Although it may look as if a host of keys is required to verify that ψ is a
Λ^-symbol, a special single key is actually sufficent here if used cumulatively as
explained in §4.2.4.
Proposition 2.5. All KSmV, as well as KS~™V, are LF-spaces.
Theorem 2.6. If \l/eKSmV, then the corresponding SuperφΌO T\ψ,V) sends
the space &"(RN) of tempered distributions continuously into itself.
We are now prepared to state the main results of this section. The next
assertion reduces, for F={0}, to a variant of asymptotic expansion lemma [11,
ch.2, §3].
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Theorem 2.7. For each sequence \l/jeKS
m
~
jV of KS-symbols there is a
KS-symbol \l/εKSmV, defined uniquely up to KS~™V, such that for all JeZ+
J-l
(2.6) φ- ^\
We shall denote this KS-symbo\, or any representative of its class of equivalence
modulo KS ~ °° V for that matter, by Σι/^ . Like in the classical symbolic calculus
of standard I/ΌOS, we can term by term add, differentiate, and integrate w.r.t.
additional parameters, the series of /ΓS'-symbols of decreasing order (§4.2.7 and
Remark 3.6).
This provides the right tool to revisit the problem of composition operator. If
we now put q' = ψ'(t')eKSm\ q" = \l/"(t"}εKSm" into (2.1), the composition
1\ψ', V'} o 1\\l/"9 V"} can be represented by an infinite sum of decreasing order
involving with integration over V n V". This way the most general formula is
obtainable but, since it is too involved to produce here, we concentrate on the
simpler cases needed in §3.
Proposition 2.8. Let \l/ΈKSm'V' and ψ"eKSm"V". Then
1\\l/'9 V
1) o Tty", V"} = 1\\l/' * ψ", V + V") (mod KS " °° V)
where ψ' *ψ"θKSm >+m" is explicitly defined below at three special cases.
(i) // F" = {0}, ψ' = ψ, ψ" = q, then
(2.7)
(ii) IfV'=V=V9teV9 then
(2.7) (φf *
(iii) If dim(F'+F'0 = dimK' + dim F", so that each teV'+V" determines
uniquely a pair of t' e V and t" e V with t' +1" = t, then
Formula (2.7') establishes the closedness of Λ^F-algebra expressed as
KSm'V*KSm"V -> KSm' + m"V (mod^5~°°F),(2.8)
OPKSm FO OPKSm V -+ OPKS"1'+m" V (mod OPKS " °° F),
Finally, classes KSm V enjoy invariance under linear transformations.
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Proposition 2.9. Let L:RN -> RN be a nondegenerate linear map, let VL = L(V)
and let ψ€KSmV. Then the transformation TL\fv->T(\l/,V)(f°L)°L~l of the
corresponding Supenj/ΌO under L is also a SuperψΌO T(ψL,VL) where ψLeKSmVL
with the same m.
3. Parametrix construction
An immediate consequence of the calculus above is that the sum I+R of the
identity operator /: &"(RN) -> &"(RN) and of a Super^DO ReOPKS~*V has a
parametrix in the AΓ5fmK-algebra, i.e. an inverse modulo OPKS~™V, which may
be represented by the series Σ( — R)jeOPKS°V. In the next statement we replace
the identity operator by a more general one.
Proposition 3.1. Let J:#"(RN) -> &"(RN) and TεOPKS°V be related by
(3.1) ToJ=JoT=I
Assume that R is either from OPKS~1V, or from OPKS~l. Then there exists a
KSm V-parametrix TR e OPKS
0
 V for J+ R, i.e.
(3.2) TR o (/+/?) = (/+ R)°TR = I (mod OPKS " °° V\
Observe that any KSm F-parametrix, in view of (1.9), is also a parametrix in
the standard sense of factorization w.r.t. smoothing operators [11, ch.3, §1]. In
order to clarify the alternative hypotheses in 3.1, we note that the more general
case (which we don't need here) R e OPKS ~ 1 V1 with 0 c vγ ^ V is taken care of
by an easy analogue of (2.8) unifying (i) and (ii) of Prop. 2.8:
OPKSm'VoOPKSm"Vl ->OPKS
m+m
 V (modOP^S-^F).
Let us now apply formula (1.7) of anisotropic smoothing to J=dj-\-QPq,
qeKS°, and T(ψ,Rf) as in (1.8). Elementary transformation reduce (3.1) to a
Cauchy problem (cf. (2.7))
(3 3) S/dtjφ(t)(x9ξ) = -ψ(t)(χ,ξ)oq(x-t9ξ) (moάKS^V)
with a solution ψ:t = (Q,
 9tp -,Q)^KS() sought in KS^Rj1. The solvability is
determined by Req(x,ξ) and its rate of decay to, or rather of "keeping away from"
zero.
Theorem 3.2. Let J=dj + OPq, (j= l,--,N). Assume that q =
with q0eKS°, q^eKS'
1
, satisfies
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(3.4) 3r<l,
so that, in particular, sgn Re q0(x, ξ) is constant. Then the solution to (3.3), resp.
(3.1) is given, for sgnRe^r 0 =±l, by a SuperφΌO T(\l/,Rγ) with
Γ
Jo
J
-t'Ήdt'Λ, f' = (0, ,f;, ,0), / = (0, ,ίj> -,0).
The sharpness of the upper bound for r is treated in the next example which
shows that Theorem fails if we relax the requirement r< 1 to r <d with any d>\.
EXAMPLE 3.3. Suppose q(x) = (1 + \x\)~d, d> 1. Then the kernel of the operator
J=dj + OPq:&"(RN)-+y(RN) is infinite-dimensional. According to Fredholm
criterion, such an operator cannot be invertible modulo the space OPS'"00, let
alone its subspace OPJCS~°°K (cf. 3.1 and (1.9)).
As suggested by the property of expansion of singular supports, Supen/ωos
may describe the propagation of singularities, and we illustrate this point in a
very special case of q(x,ζ) independent of ξ and TV =2 by considering hyperbolic
PDOS
(3.5) (Pu)(x,y) = u
xx
 - uyy + a^x^Ux + a2(x,y)uy + a0(x,y)u
with minor coefficients "keeping off zero" in the sense of (3.4).
Theorem 3.4. Let P be given by (3.5) where ajE^'r^C^(R2\ y = 0,1,2, are
real-valued and satisfy
3r<l,
Then there is a SuperψΌO T\ψ,V)eOPKS()V such that
(3.6) poT=Top
where V is an oblique quadrant
{(X,y)}eR>\ - ,, ^
y = t'sgn(a ι-a2)- t"sgn(a i + a2\
Corollary 3.5. Let P and V be as above and assume that ue&"(RN). (i) If
PuεL?
omp(RN) then uεLfoc(RN). (ii) Ifuε£'(RN), then
(3.7) sing supp u c: sing supp Pu + V.
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Both statements 3.4 and 3.5 fail if we relax r<l to r<d, d>\ (see
§4.3.3). Inclusion (3.7) describes the propagation of singularities for solutions of
hyperbolic equations from an (n + l)-dimensional viewpoint (i.e. in terms of functional
spaces over Rn+ί = { ( x
ί 9 9xΛ9i)}) rather than from the standard approach of time
cuts (i.e. of ί-dependent operators <r(Λ"(0)) -> &(Rn(ί))).
For N>29 the almost diagonalization (cf. §4.3.4.) yields an analogue of Theorem
3.4 for a class of Mh order operators in RN described by technically more loaded
restrictions of "keeping-off-zero" type on minor terms. The analogue of Corollary
3.5 then describes a very special propagation cone V9 namely the one representable
as a sum of rays (cf. (2.4)).
REMARK 3.6. The theory developed above essentially carries over to S^-valued
super-symbols (0<(5<p<l,(5 + p>l) and to asymptotic expansions over ψj e KSmj V
with monotone ra, -> - oo. Accordingly, in statements 3.1, 3.2,3.3, resp. in (3.1H3.4),
we may replace each appearance of KS~1V by KS~εV9ε>0.
REMARK 3.7. The analysis of the case of continuity in LP(RN) goes along the
same lines. In particular, using the results of [7](see also [3]), one can choose
an appropriate subspace in KSmV9 closed w.r.t. the *-convolution of 2.8, and prove
the 3.5 for the LP(RN) -* LP(RN) case under an additional assumption of boundedness
on RN of all derivatives dβap with |j3|<3J=0,l,2.
4. Proofs
Subsection 4.S.n. (n > 1) refers to statement S.w. in Section S, whereas the case
4.S.O treats other, i.e. non-enumerated, assertions within Section S (S = 0, ,4).
4.0.0. Part (i) is precisely Corollary 3.5 (i). Part (ii) follows from Part
(iii). Part (iii) is contained in (3.6) and (1.9).
4.1.0. If ψ(t) assumes the constant value of a symbol from Sm\S'~QO, and σ
is as in (1.8) then singsupp Ί\\l/,σ)f strictly includes sing supp/even for most simple
fe &'(RN). E.g. for /= δ it coincides with supp σ.
4.1.1. Formula (1.5) contains a composition of two operator-valued functions
in teRN. The first one is the composition of a continuous OP from (1.3) with a
σ-measurable ψ, hence it is σ-measurable. The second one, SΆ:fι-> &(X9X)9 is
continuous and bounded in a number of spaces X of interest (e.g. X=LP,
X=HS). Therefore, the result is σ-measurable and the Bochner integral T(^,σ)
is meaningful. Its finiteness in some standard cases follows from Lemma 4.1.
below (cf. also [5]).
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4.1.2. We concentrate on the Lp case. The continuity of an A : Lp
comp -> L\oc
means that for every two compacts W and W in RN there exists a constant C
such that \\Af\\Lp(WΊ<C\\f\\Lp(W), for all feL'(W) Defining \\A:W9W\\ as the
greatest lower bound of all such constants C, the continuity in (1.3) means that
for each (W",W) there is a multi-index (α,/?,«)eZ+N+1 such that
\\ovq'.w\w\\<c(w\w')Σ Σ Σ Hf αX^Ί
a'<atβ'<β n'<n
Consider first a compactly supported σ. Fix a pair of compacts W and H7'
and let feLp(W) be arbitrary. We have Sh/€Lp(Wff) with W"=W+ suppσ.
Therefore,
l|OP^(0/( -ί)llLp(ir')^ll/llLp(ir)O(^",^')Σ Σ Σ IMO α'^X.SΊI
α ' < α / Γ < / 3 H ' < n
In order to obtain the required continuity of T(ψ,σ) all we need is to integrate
the above and apply the following extension of Bochner criterion.
Lemma 4.1. Let σ be a (complex) measure on RN and let F be a Frechet
space. A σ-measurable function x: RN -»F is integrable w.r.t. σ iff for each seminorm
|| \\j in F the real-valued functions \\x(t)\\j are \σ\-integrable. Moreover, Minkowsky
inequality \\$x(t)dσ(t)\\j<$\\x(t)\\jd\σ\(t) holds in each seminorm. (Proof in §4.4.1 below.)
For non-compactly supported measures, decompose σ = σ' 4- σ" into two others
in such a way that suppσ' is compact (hence the continuity of T(\l/,σ') is already
proven), whereas supp σ" lies outside the ball of radius > diam W -f diam W+ dist( W,
Ψ)+l which guarantees that \x— y\>l for all x 6 W+ supp σ", yeW. Then the
kernel of OP\l/(t)Sht is smoothing by Lemma 4.2 (§4.1.5, §4.4.2) and moreover,
putting V— W+{t}9U= W,a = β = Q,k = N+l + \m\>N into (4.11) of §4.4.2, we see
that
r
1
 uy\\ _
>Ί<*
χ(x-y)(Shtf)(y)\x-y\-kdy\\p Σ IIW):α',0,/ι S
where χ' and χ are characteristic functions of W and of the outside of the unit
ball respectively (recall that |jc-j>|>l), and || ||p is the Lp(RN)-norm. Now use
Hausdorff-Young inequality \\ίχ(x-yl(ShJ^y)\x-y\'kdy\\p^ ||SAt/||p||χ(x)χ-k|| , <
Cfcl l/Hp and observe that C" = C
mNW, is independent of V=W+{t} hence of
t. Integrating the resulting inequality along σ" we finish, as before, with Lemma 4. 1 .
Argumentation for the Sobolev case in (1.6) is omitted here since it follows
easily from the above (e.g. apply p = 2 for partial derivatives, then interpolate).
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4.1.3. For Frechet-space-valued functions G:RN -+F and complex measures
σ one can verify that integration by parts formula
(4.1) \djG(t)dσ(t)= - \G(t)d(djσ)(t)
J J
is true under the following assumptions (cf. [5] for the Banach- space-valued case):
(a) the three integrals jGdσ, Jδ Gdσ, jGd^σ) are well-defined and finite; and
(b) both G and djG are continuous (Frechet-space-valued) functions on RN. Setting
G(t) = OP\l/(t)°Sht and F equal to either one of the target spaces in (1.3), we see
that both assumptions hold and we get (1.7).
4.1.3A. All the results that the proof of 1.3 refers to, are trivially modified
as required in the special case of a singular measure (1.8).
4.1.4. (i) For σ as in (1.8), set \l/(t) = e~tA for 0^/e/?/ and
otherwise, with an elliptic A = l +N/l + |f|2e51 and e~tAeS~™. Then T(ψ,σ)
= ^ OPe~t(A + iξj}dt = OP(A + iξJ)-1 is also elliptic and therefore cannot be
smoothing. Here ψeSSm(σ) iff m> — 1. (A compactly supported measure
can be obtained by taking JJ rather than $ above since ^OPe~t(A + iξj)dt
= OP(e~(A + ίξj\A + iξJΓί) is smoothing.) To verify the first statement in full, fix
an me/?, take the pointwise composition of the above \j/(t) with an elliptic symbol
of appropriate order and get a supersymbol lying in SSm(σ).
(ii) Since \\e-**ψ(t):*,β9n;Sm\\£(l+\f^ then
for \l/en
m
SSm(σ) we get e~itξψ(t)er\
m
SSm(σ) in e.g. the following two cases:
(a) suppσ is compact, so that (l + |φ'α| is bounded; or (b) all S^-seminorms of
\l/(t) are rapidy decreasing w.r.t t, so that it compensates the growth of (l + |f|) |α|
at infinity (which is the subject of Def. 2.4). Now we can apply Lemma 4.1 from
§4.1.2 to x(t) = OP\l/(t)°ShteOPS~co to see that the Bochner-Frechet integral
]x(t)dσ(t)=T(\l/9σ) defines an element of OPS"00.
4.1.4A. For a given ψeKS~(X)V=n
m
vkkS
mV (see Def. 2.4) and fixed w,α,α'
there is a key k such that φekSm"^V and therefore, setting /=|α| in (2.5) we see
that (l + \t\)W\\\l/(t):ct — a\β9n9Sm~W\\ is σ-integrable. Now we can proceed as in
§4.1.4(ii)(b) above.
4.1.5. Assuming that a weaker inclusion
(4.2) sing supp T(ψ, σ)f c sing supp/+ supp σ
holds, decompose Γ(^,σ) into a sum T\\l/9σ\υ) + 7111/^1^^). If the first term is
smoothing, the singular support of the sum is included into any set of the form
hence into intersection thereof over all possible [/'s which
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yields precisely singsupp(^,σ). Now, the inclusion (4.2) is obtained by standard
arguments (cf. [11, ch.2, §2] for the case supper = {0}) from the following refinement
of the singular support lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let K
τ
 e @'(RN x RN) be the distribution kernel of a SuperφΌO
T\\l/,σ) 6 OPSSm, i.e. <z;, 7W,σ)κ> = (v(x)u(y\KT(x9y)y, u e C0°°, v 6 C0°°. Then sing supp
K
τ
 c {(χ + t9χ)eRNxRN\tesuppσ}. (Proof in §4.4.2 below.)
4.2.1. Observe that when (2.2) is satisfied by positive reals fcf(α,/0 (rather than
by natural fc(|α| + |/?|)), possibly depending on additional integer parameter(s) 7, we
can always construct a monotone k(r) = 1 + [max(α| + ^  + ^  < ,Af(α, β)~\ : Z+ -> Z+ .
4.2.2. Each ^eA^S'~00 = n{^5m:meZ_}, determines a one-parameter set of
keys k
m
 = k(£\'\ For a given key k, we can define the space
(4.3) kS={qεS-"\VmeZ_, sup||?:α,/ϊ,Λ;S" l | |(l+/ι)-*(lβ+^ + H><oo}.
As before, a sequence k
m
(r)=k(r + \m\) is determined uniquely by the given key
k. Now we see that kS ^  k
m
Sm c KSm, hence A:5 c n
m
KSm, and therefore
n
m
KSm = \jkkS. The rest of the assertion is verified by routine calculations.
4.2.3. Fix a monotone system \\υ: r \ $ f \ =maX|
a
|+s<rsupx(l4-|x|)s|9ay(x)| of
seminorms in ^(RN\ and consider I
v
(ξ) = \q(x,ξ)eixξv(x)dx. First we shall verify,
for qekSm, reZ+, ve^(RN\ the estimate
(4.4) X \ \ q : Q , β ' , k S m \ \ ' \ \ v
\β\<2m+2r
Indeed, for arbitrary αeZ+, ξεRN, integration by parts yields
I fe^,^
Jβ<<*
and each term in the sum is estimated, for \<x\<s9 by
||?: Q9β;kSm\\ -
Since (1 +|£|)5<C(s,ΛOΣ|
α
|<2s|£α|, we get, by appropriately summing and putting
s = r + m9 the desired ineual i t 4.4.
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We estimate partial derivatives of I
Ό
(ξ) in a similar fashion and get
(4.4)' (l + \ξ\)W
v
(ξ)\<CΣ Σ II?: <*9β ,kSm\\ \\υ:r* 9&\\
α'<α \β\<2m+2r
with r* = |α|-h2w + 2r + λ:(2w-h2r)-f7V+l. Now the functional »h-></
ι;,ώ> =
<y,(OPg)w> is well-defined for ve^(RN\ ueff"(RN\ qεkSm and therefore OP?
sends &"(RN) continuously into itself. (For more details on continuity cf. §4.2.6.)
4.2.4. As in §4.2.1., we construct a single key fc(r) = max{fc|(s + /):,s4-/^r} and
verify the following: for a ^5-symbol ψ definition 2.4 entails σ
κ
-integrability, for
all (α,)8,/)eZί x Zj x Z+, of the function
(4.5) | |^:α,j8,/;Λ
sup sup sup|δ^0(*,£)^
» \x\<nξeR»
and vice versa, this latter condition generates (2.5) with fcj(r) = /:(/ + r). We shall
denote by kSmV the space of all such A^S-symbols. Clearly, it is a Frechet space
with integrals of functions in (4.5) as seminorms.
4.2.5. For finite w, KSmV is an LF-space of an inductive limit of the Frechet
spaces vkSmV introduced just above. Introduce, for a fixed key k, the
space kSV = {ψeKS-™V\]\\ψ:a,βJιk
m
SmV\\(t)dσ
v
(t)<ao^
where k
m
(')=k(- +\m\) (cf. (4.5)). Each ψer}KSmV determines a common key k
as in §4.2.1 and lies in r\k
m
SmV. Now r\
m
vkkS
mV=ukkSV are two coinciding
subspaces and Λ^S"00^ is an inductive limit of the spaces kSV w.r.t. pointwise
dominated keys(cf. §4.2.2).
4.2.6. We will show that J
v
(ξ) = $e-itξ$ψ(t)(x,ξ)eίxξv(x)dxdσ
v
(t) is rapidly
decreasing when ye Sf. In view of <J\^,V}u,v^^\ύ(ξ)J
v
(ξ)dξ, this would mean
that operator 1\\I/9V) preserves &"(RΉ\ The continuity in ff" means exactly the
following: if υ varies in a bounded subset B of &*(RN), i.e. if VreZ+,supϋ€β | |y : r\y\
<oo (notations in 4.2.3), then so does /„. Since
(4.6) dU
υ
(ξ)= X C
Λ<γ
(t^e-^dl Lt)(
J J
we can put q = ψ(t) into (4.4)' and integrate w.r.t. σ
v
(f). For ψekSmV we have
||^(0:α',jS;A:/<Sm | |<(l+|φ-z | |^:α/,j9,/;A:5mF||(/) (notation (4.5) is employed) with
Jk,(r)=A:(r-f /) and, setting /=|y| + ΛΓ+l, we get the boundedness of {J
v
:veB}.
4.2.7. We choose a sequence of cutoff functions χj(x9ξ) = χ(ζ/pj(x)) with
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χeC*(RN\ χ(ξ) = Q for |{|<l/2, and χ(ξ)=l for |£|>1, whereas
 Pj(x) will be taken
in the form p/x) = C(l + |x|2)m with C=CJΓ m = mjk to be determined at the final
stage. We can verify by double induction, the inner on |/?|>0, |α| = 0 and the
outer on |α|>0, the formula
\x))= Σ Σ Σ
\η\<\a +
where F(x) is a finite linear combination of products of derivatives of
(observe that dipj'r(x) = Cjrp] ιr(x) (xJ/(l + \x\2))). Since we have l/2<\ξ\p^<l on
the support of da
ξ
dβ
x
χp α + /?>0, and since each derivative of xj(]. + \x\2) hence each
F(x) is uniformly bounded, we see that \S\dβ
x
χj(X,ξ)\ < Cj^β
χ
p^^(x). We may assume
without loss of generality that all appearing constants are positive and non-decreasing
w.r.t. integer parameters (cf. §4.2.1), in particular, w.r.t. y.
For the collection of \l/jeKS
m
~
jV choose, as in §4.2.1, a common key k
independent ofy, so that k(- +j)=kj( ) while ψjekjSm~jV. Direct differentiation
of the "remainder" of Σχ^ yields
(4.7)
Σ+ Σ Vr'W'O+M)*1"
, J J' + l/ α'<α β'<β
with some Cff = C^
βχ
 and C/ = Cjα^χ (notation (4.5) is employed). Set now
,/' = |α+ /?! + /+/, so that the power of (1-f |x|) in each term of the infinite sum
becomes <k(2j) and observe that 2(1 + |x|2)>(l + M)2 and that C^
βχ
 = 2k(2j)l2Cffq is
non-decreasing w.r.t. j. Finally, choose pj(x) as a pointwise strictly monotone
sequence of smooth functions Cjχ(l -f \x\2)k(2j)/2 where Cjχ are defined for y= — 1
as =0 and fory>0 consecutively by
max
\<x + β\+l<j α'<α β'<β
Now we can integrate the inequality w.r.t. σ and read off the convergence of
the series of σ-integrals of terms in (4.7) and the desired inclusion Σ™
=Jχj\l/jek*S
m
~
JV
with a key k*(r) = k(2r + J).
The rest of the proof, i.e. Σ^^l-χ^jEKS'^V, the independence of Σχjφj
modulo KS ~ °° Kfrom the choice of the cutoffs, etc. follow the standard argumentation
and are virtually identical to the proof of the corresponding classical result in e.g.
[12, ch.l, §4]. The same applies to the remark on term wise addition, differentiation,
and integration w.r.t. supplementary parameters.
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4.2.8. We concentrate on the most difficult part of (ii). First we note that
Sht o OPq(x, ξ) = OPq(x -t,ξ)o Sht
and that if ψekSmV then dφβ
x
ψek*Sm-WV with k*(r)=k(\<* + β\ + r).
Assuming that ψ'ek'Sm'V, \l/"ek"Sm"V, we wish to apply, with the help of
(2.1) and the above formula, Theorem 2.7 and the remarks thereafter to Σ$ψj(s,t)dσ
v
(s)
with
\y\=j
Recalling that kf and k" are chosen in §4.2.4 independent of /', resp. of /" , and
omitting subindexes in z(t) = z
Λβl(i) from (2.5)-type definitions of ^S-symbols ψ' and
ψ", we can directly work out, by using repeatedly the monotonicity of keys and
the pair of inequalities
(4.8)
the estimate
|v |=J
((1
for arbitrary IΈZ+ and ΓeZ+. Choose now /' = &"(/" +y 4- |α + /?!) + /" so that
integral w.r.t. σ(s) of the triple sum, being a finite sum of convolutions of
L^^-functions z, is itself integrable on V. This proves that ]$J{s, )dsekSm~iV
with m = m' + m" and A:(r) = (A:'4-A:")(2rH-/:»).
The rest of assertion (ii) is now evident. The proofs of (i) and (iii) follow the
same lines, and are omitted here as technically subordinate to the one presented.
4.2.9. The statement follows from the invariance under non-degenerate linear
transformations (a) of the space OPS"", (b) of the class (2.4) of varieties K,
and (c) of the property of a polynomial growth of derivatives.
4.3.1. For /?!=/- 7Ϊ/+ Λ) e OPJCS"1^ operators W^Ri ° ••• °Rι He in
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OPKS~jV, so the series Σ£R\ represents (cf.(2.8) and (2.6)) an element of OPKS*V
uniquely modulo OPKS~*V. Therefore TR = (ΣR{)o TεOPKS°V is the left
parametrix. The right parametrix is found in an analogous way and the equivalence
modulo OPKS ~ °° V of the two follows from standard arguments.
4.3.2. We shall consider the case Reg0>0 throughout. Observe that the
S^-derivative dψ / dtj coincides with the pointwise (partial) derivative dψ / dtj{t)(x, ξ).
Step 1. The real-valued symbol q(x,ξ) = q0(x) does not depend on ξ. The
equalities in (3.3) are verified directly, and all we need to show is the inclusion
\l/eKS°Rf. The latter means that for each ()3,/)eZ?+1 we must find klβeZ+
such that
(4.9) sup
neZ+\x\<n
\(
J
Assume without loss of generality that the parameter r in the hypotheses (3.4)
is positive, so that (cf. (4.8))
(4.10)
holds with a positive B. We can verify by induction the following finite
representation
( fa Ί ( Γ*j ") Λ*
- tfUexp - q £Πθft)32' q,
I Jo J I Jo J βi i Jθ
where the summation is over all collections of ft>0 with Σβt = β (a note important
for Step 2 later on). Each factor above may be estimated by C|f| sup0<^< f j
\d^q(x — t'^)\ and, in view of the polynomial increase of the derivatives of q and
the convexity of (1 +( )2)fc, the appearing sup's are to be estimated at the end-points
(0 or else tj)9 and we get
- *Wj }\ < C
β
\t\k(\ + \t\)k(l + M)fcexp j - P 'q(x - 1
J I Jo
for some k = k(β) depending on β only. Putting this together with (4.10) we obtain
an interim estimate
?{-Γ«(*-OΛίjl
I Jo Jl
<C
e
\t\k(\+\t\Γ\\ + \x\}k™v{-'
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While integrating both sides of it, we will use e~y<\, j>0, for the finite
interval and e'y<(m/ey)m, w>0, j>>0, for the infinite one, with the choice of m
to be done later. We get
|(l + |
Jo
*| |f|*(l + ^ ^
Jo Ji
foo
+rm
Jl
2k+l
~
(l
 '
and setting ra = (2& + /+2)/(l-r), we arrive at the desired estimate (4.9) with
klβ = k + (2k + l+2)r/(\-r)-+ + 00 when r->l.
Step 2. The real-valued symbol q(x,ξ) = qQ(x,ξ) itself satisfies (3.4). The
arguments of Step 1 are still valid. Indeed, an application of 3| will simply create
an additional factor (l + |ξ|)~'α| in the estimates plus a possible dependence of k
and, ultimately, of m, on the multi-index α. Therefore ψeKS0V, and each term
except for the first one in the asymptotic expansion of ψ(t)(x9ξ)°qQ(x — t9ξ) lies in
KS~jVJ> 0. Thus, d\l/(t)(x, ξ)/dt + ψ- q0(x - 1, ξ) is an element of KS ~ l V. (By way
of an aside, observe that if q0 is homogeneous of order 0, then B(ξ)
= inf
x
<70(jc,<ί;) (l + \x\)r is positive and continuous on the unit sphere, hence B may
be taken as inϊ
ξ
B(ξ)>0.)
Step 3. The real-valued q = qQ-\-q\ where q0 is discussed in Step 2 and
qleKS~
l
. The very last part of the proof of Step 2 applies as well here:
8ψ / dt(t)(x, ξ) = Wfa ξ) q0(x - 1, ξ) = ψMx, ξ) (ϊo + qiKx - 1, ξ) mod KS^V. Let us
also note that with the Remark 3.6 we can substitute, in Steps 2 and 3, KS~1V
by KS~εV, ε>0, throughout.
Step 4. The symbol q is complex-valued. Again equalities (3.3) are
straightforward, while the above argumentation holds: indeed, |^(ί)|=exp{ — J Re</}
with real-valued Re# treated above.
4.3.3. Equality djU + qu = Q holds for all distributions u of the form
ί fxj
< -
I J - o
Clearly, uε&"(RN) as soon as υeff"(RN~l\ and the image of the latter set in
ί?'(RN) is infinite-dimensional. Furthermore, choosing vQφLp(RN~l) with a non-
empty singular support, we see that Pu0 = (dj + OPq)u0 = QeLp(RN) but u0φLp(RN).
Also, sing supp u0 + 0 whereas sing supp Pu0 -\-V=fy-\-V=fy. Therefore, if we permit
the upper bound for r to be greater than 1 then, not just implications in Theorem
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3.2, but also those of Corollary 3.5 fail.
4.3.4. Applying Proposition 3.1 we reduce the proof to solving (3.1) with /=
P from (3.5). This, in turn, will be reduced to two other problems of exactly the
same type, i.e. J=P+ and J—P__, as soon as P will be represented modulo OPKS'1
via a composition P=P+°P_. Indeed, put P±u = ux±uy + (aι+a2)u/2 + b(x9y)'
A±u with b(X9y) = (d/dx + d/dy)(a1+a2)/2 + (al-al)/4-a9 A±=OP((i/2)(ξί + ξ2)
[ξl'^εOPKS'1. Applying Proposition 3.1, this time to each of P+, we further
reduce the problem to solving (3.1) with J=P'+ = d
x
±dy + (aί+a2)/2. By a suitable
choice of linear mappings L+ of the coordinate space, these P'+ may be transformed
to some P"± satisfying all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2. Its application yields
two KSmRf-parametrices for P"± whereas an application of Proposition 2.9 sends
these to AΓ5'mF±-parametrices for P"±. Observe now that if Γ+= 71^±,F±) are
Λ:SmF±-parametrices for P'+, then T_oT+ is a /^5
mF-parametrix for P = P+op_
with V equal to the sum of oblique rays V+ and we may apply Proposition 2.8(iii)
to get a 1\\I/9V) from OPKS°V. The precise form of V is verified by simple
computation.
4.3.5. Observe that elements of OPKS~ °° V are smoothing and therefore they
eliminate singular supports and also send L?
omp(RN) to Lfoc(RN). Thus, assertions
(i) and (ii) are consequences of invertibility of P modulo OPKS~™V and of
Theorems 1.2 and 1.5 respectively.
4.4.1. Proof of Lemma 4.1 from §4.1.2. The necessity is evident, so we prove
sufficiency. Assume, without loss of generality, that σ is finite, that seminorms
are indexed by natural numbersy'eZ+, and || ||;< || \\j+ί for ally. Fix a seminorm
(i.e. yeZ+) and suppose that ||x(OII7 is |σ|-integrable. Choose a sequence {xn} of
plain functions converging |σ|-a.e. to x(t\ By plain functions we understand those
x
n
 that are representable as a finite linear combination in F of the characteristic
functions of |σ|-measurable sets, i.e. x
n
(t) = x
nkeF when te Γk, where {Tk} is a
disjoint covering of RN by |σ|-measurable subsets.
Since each Frechet space is metrizable, we may apply Egorov's theorem (or
its appropriate extension) and find a subset S, with IσK/^XS^) less than ε = l / y
upon which x
n
^x uniformly. Hence \\x
n
(s) — Xj{s)\\j-*Q also uniformly in Sj and
therefore 3«(y): VseSj V«>«(y) \\x
n
(s) — x(s)\\j<l/j. We can always choose the
subsets and the numbering in such a way that they are monotonous w.r.t. y, i.e.
Sj^Sj+ί, and n(j)<n(j+\).
Define yk(s) = xn(k)(s) on Sk and ^0 outside Sk. Clearly, yk is a plain
function. While \σ\(RN\v
m
S
m
) = Q we have: Vjeu
w
5
w
, 3l=l(s):seSl
< i Ik
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as soon as fc>max{/,/} (so that seS^ Sk). Hence Zkj pointwise tends to zero
as k tends to infinity. On the other hand, as soon as k>j\ the above-mentioned
monotonicity yields Zkj(s) < const = 1 /j for s e Sk9 and Zkj(s) < \\x(s)\\j for s e umSm\Sk.
Thus, Zkj{s) is |σ|-a.e. dominated (uniformly in k) by a sum of two |σ|-integrable
functions and we can apply Lebesgue-Fatou lemma to get
Km l\\yk(s) - x(s)\\jd\σ\(s) = fli\yk(s m Zkj(s)d\σ\(s) = 0.
Since plain functions yk(s) tend |σ|-a.e. to x(s) and since yk(s) does not depend on
7, we see that x(s) is Bochner-Frechet-integrable w.r.t. σ.
4.4.2. Proof of Lemma 4.2 from §4.1.5. Let Kt(x9y) = $ψ(t)(x,ξ)ei(χ-y)ξdξ be
the distribution kernel for OPψ(t). It is known to be smooth away from the
diagonal and, moreover, if k is large enough then \dydβ
x
Kt(x,y)\<C(Kt)\x—y\~k for
all x G U, y e V in any two disjoint compacts U and V in RN (see [1 1, ch.2, §2]). We
are going to expose the dependence of the constant on S^-seminorms and prove
that, whenever k>\a + β\ + m + N+l and U ^  {x:\x\<n}
C(x,β,k,m,n,N)\x-y\-k £ X \\ψ(t):af9β',n;Sml\*'\<k\β'\<\β\
with a constant C independent on F(a note important for §4.1.2). With integrals
understood in distributional sense, Kj(x,y) = \Kt(x,y-\-t)dσ(f) is evident, and the
required inclusion K
τ
eC(X)(RN\{(x + suppσ9x)}) follows from (4.11) by
Assume, as we may, that k is even, so that |x — y\k = Σ\
η
\
=kCηN(x—y)η and fix a
ηeZ*l with \η\=k. Using (x-y)ηei(x~y)ξ = dη
ξ
e
ί(x
~
y}ξ
 and integrating by parts at a
later stage, we get
β'<β
= Σ Σ
β'<βη'<η
The validity of these distributional transformations rests, as usual, on the final
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estimate. Summing over \η\ = k with appropriate coefficients we see that
β'<β\η'\<k
since the result of integration w.r.t. ξ is bounded when k^\<x\
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